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At the Principal’s 
Office

‘Eric Vale? Principal Porter is ready to 

see you now.’

Who? What? Me? NOW!?! 

But am I ready to see 

Principal Porter? 

NO WAY!

Look, couldn’t we do this 

some other time? Like, maybe next 

century? Late next century? 

Very late. Or how does July 43rd 

about 2 pm sound to you? No good either? Well, 

maybe we should just forget the whole thing, then. 



Mrs Bronski

HELP!
I’m UNDER
A TACK!!         @2 3!         @

‘Look, it’s Wicky-poo! Yay!’

Maybe a bit too 
happy.

Mum shushes her. Dad says, ‘Not 

now, Sweetie.’ Principal Porter flashes 

Katie a scary smile. He looks like 

he’s just sat on a tack. 

Then he turns to me. 

Make that a whole packet of tacks 

and throw in a few knitting needles as well.

‘Come in, Eric, and join us.’

There’s an empty chair between 

Mum and Dad. I wonder if it’s plugged in.  

Hmmmm. No visible cables. I sit down. 

C-a-r-e-f-u-l-l-y.
‘Eric, I’ve explained to your parents 

exactly what happened in this afternoon’s … 

very disturbing incident. 

You know, give it a big miss and move on. 

What do you say?

‘Eric Vale, did you hear me?  

The Principal is waiting.’

Oh.

I stand up and walk past the 

school secretary. She frowns 

at me and squishes up her mouth. 

Then she shakes her head and 

makes a tsk-ing noise. 
Thanks for the pep 

talk, Mrs Bronski!

I get to the door of the 

Principal’s office. It’s open. Principal 

Porter is behind his big desk. Sitting in 

front of him are my mum, my dad and my 

little sister Katie. She’s the only one who 

seems happy to see me.
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Mum and Dad burst out with 

a loud SHUSHING duet. Mum clamps 

her hand over Katie’s mouth. 

Katie goes all grumpy-bum. 

Mr Porter gives her an even 

scarier smile but keeps going. 

‘I have to be honest, Eric, and tell you 

that I’m lost for words. Never in the 

history of Moreton Hill Primary School have 

we had an incident anything like this. 
I know from your school reports that you can 

sometimes get a little distracted 

in class, but this is a whole new 
kettle of fish!’

What? Distracted? Me? They 

keep fish in kettles? Isn’t that 

cruel? And wouldn’t it make 

your tea taste all fis –

‘As you might expect, they are as shocked 

and confused by your behaviour as I am. 

Shocked and confused.’
Mum and Dad nod at me in a 

shocked-and-confused sort of way. 

Mr Porter taps his pen on the 

desk and shakes his head.

‘I don’t have to tell you, Eric, 

that this is a serious business. A 

very SERIOUS business 

indeed.’

Gee, thanks for not telling  
  me!

Principal Porter frowns at me. 

‘Why’s that fatty man all 
grumpy-bum, Mummy? Did 

Wicky done a bad thing?’



I THOUGHT
GOiNG OFF THE RAiLS

wOULD BE mORE
EXCiTiNG ...

YOU PiCKED
THE wRONG SiDE
OF THiS  STORY,

PAL!ERIC VALE
Off The
Rails

Q: Where can you get a million dollars?a) The lotteryb) A bank
c) Studying medicined) All of the above
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What was I thinking? My 

side of the story? Sure. No problem. Fine. 

Easy-peasy. I can explain 

everything. Well, it was like this …

‘I … ummm … errrrrrr … Well … 

aaaaaah … I … ummm … I … I … I …’

‘Now, before I decide 

exactly how to proceed 

in this matter, I want to 

hear your side of the 

story. I need to know why you 

suddenly went completely off 
the rails like that. And 

I’m sure your parents are keen 

to know as well. So, Eric, tell us. 

What in the world 
were you thinking?’

Mr Porter leant forward and 

waited. Mum and Dad drilled their 

eyes into me like I’d just been asked a 

million-dollar question 

and they were really, really hoping I knew 

the answer because they needed a loan. 

Katie was dropping off to sleep. 
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or something like that, but on the 

big yellow badge she wears every day 

it says this:

Name: Captain B. Booth.

Position: Commander of the Starship  

‘Resource Centre’.

Rank: Head Honcho and Grand Pooh-bah.

Mission: (1) To seek out strange new books  

and new stories. 

(2) To boldly go where no librarian  

has gone before.

Warning: My phaser is set to ‘READ’!

As you probably guessed, Mrs Booth is not 

really what you’d call your ‘normal’ librarian. 

My Side 
of the Story

 ~ The Beginning ~ 

Now, I don’t want you to think for a 

second that I’m trying to blame anyone 

else here … but … NONE OF THIS 

WOULD EVER HAVE HAPPENED 

IF Mrs Booth HADN’T 

GIVEN MY BEST FRIEND Chewy 
(aka William ‘Choo-Choo’ Rodriguez) 

THAT BOOK!
Mrs Booth is our school librarian. Her proper title 

is Resource Centre Manager 



PLAAHH!!
PiXiE DUST!

PROFESSIONAL
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You know how some 

librarians like shushing 

people? Well, not Mrs Booth. 

She’s not a shusher. She’s a 

shushee! When she’s not 

humming or singing to herself, she’s 

going around talking and joking with 

everyone. And then someone will 

come in the library and she’ll call out 

something like, ‘Ooooooo, Norbert! 

You’re into wrestling, monster cars and 

cake decorating, aren’t you? Well, have 

I got just the book for you!’

That’s Mrs Booth’s favourite thing 

by the way – matching people up with 

books. She’s pretty good at it too. Like 

she’s found loads of great action 

adventure stories for me.  

For a start she has heaps of pictures of her 

‘baby’ up all over the library noticeboard. Now 

that wouldn’t be too strange if her 

‘baby’ wasn’t a three-metre-long python 

called Tinker Bell.

Mrs Booth also loves coming to school 

dressed up like characters from books and 

movies. Sometimes she looks pretty awesome. 

But the trouble is, Mrs Booth’s ‘normal’ 

clothes are a bit weird anyway, so it 

can get kind of … confusing.

‘Hey, Mrs B. Awesome hobbit 

outfit!’

‘Really? Where?’

‘Oh … nothing … never mind.’

And there’s more! 
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It’s all because of his parents. 

They write these self-belief 

books with titles like POSITIVE 
Is as POSITIVE Does! and 

POSITIVE Self-Image for 
DUMMIES. Just last month 

Chewy’s mum and dad were crowned 

Mr and Mrs Self-Belief at the 

International Positivity Convention 

for the third year in a row.

Chewy is definitely POSITIVE. 

He’s also gullible. POSITIVELY gullible.

I got that ‘gullible’ word from my 

mum. One day she said to Dad, ‘William 

is such a lovely boy. I absolutely 
adore him. But I worry about him 

too sometimes, because he can be  

so … gullible.’ 

Once she even found a book that Martin 

Fassbender and Tyrone Knowles really 

liked. I think it was all the pop-up 

bits.

But then last week, Mrs Booth 

found this book for Chewy. And that’s 

when all the trouble started. 

Probably because Chewy is like Mrs Booth. 

He’s a little bit different too.

Okay, make that a lot. 
Like he thinks he can do anything. 

Take the athletics carnival. Every year 

Chewy puts his name down for the high 

jump. The HIGH jump? It’s crazy! 

Chewy is the shortest kid in Year Five. 

He’s never even jumped high enough to 

hit his head on the cross-bar! Still, that 

doesn’t stop him trying.



mE? GULLiBLE?
I BELiEVE YOU

wiTHOUT QUESTiON.

FOUND SOmE.
BRiNG THE CAGE. BLAmE
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So yeah, Chewy and Mrs Booth are a 

bit different, all right. But like I said before, 

I’m not trying to blame anyone here.  

I’m just pointing out that maybe 

if Chewy wasn’t … Chewy, and maybe 

if Mrs Booth wasn’t … Mrs Booth, then 
none of the bad stuff that happened would have 

happened.

Although I guess me being … me probably 

had something to do with it as well.

o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.

It all began last Thursday. I was sitting having 

lunch in the playground and wondering where 

Chewy had got to. Then he came running out 

of the library. He was carrying a book. It was 

almost as big as him. 

When I asked Mum what that 

meant, she said it was like you could 

tell Chewy just about anything 

and he’d believe you. 

True. 

One time Martin Fassbender 

told Chewy that secret 
government agents 

were coming around to all the 

classrooms and measuring everyone. 

He said they were from the 

‘Short Squad’ and that 

they were going to collect all the 

really short kids and take them off 

to a special ‘Short School’. 
By the time I found Chewy he’d already 

shoved half a roll of toilet paper into his 

shoes to make himself taller.



DON’T miND mE.
I’m JUST A REAL
PERSON wALKiNG

AROUND ...

CURVE!
CURVE!

aLIens -
THE UNTOLD

StoRY

Xnoorp, Timothy

‘Live long and prosper’
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they’ve even captured heaps of 

aliens too but the government is 

keeping them secret from us?’

‘Well, people say stuff like 

that, but I think maybe it’s just …’

‘And guess what else. They reckon 

there are aliens walking around everywhere 

right now pretending to be real 

people. Isn’t that incredible? There 

might even be aliens right here in our school!’

Well, that could explain a lot about 

Chewy.

‘But there’s no real proof of any 

of that stuff, is there? I mean, no one has 

actually ...’
‘That’s where you’re dead 

wrong, Eric. Look. They got 

photos and everything. SEE!’

‘Eric, check this out. It’s 
awesome! Mrs Booth got it for me.’ 

He pushed the cover in my face. It was 

all silvery and shiny, with three 

big bug-eyed alien heads 

on it and lots of UFOs buzzing around.  

Up the top in giant freaky-
looking letters were the words 

ALIENS – THE UNTOLD STORY!
‘Guess what it’s about.’ 

‘Lawn bowls?’ 

‘That’s right! What? NO! It’s about 

aliens and UFOs and stuff!’

‘Really?’
‘Yeah, and it’s great. I’ve only read 

bits, but did you know that the army 

and the air force have found all these 

crashed spaceships and 
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‘Well, aliens are superior life forms, 

Eric, so that’s just the sort of 

sneaky thing they would do.’

I studied the photo more closely 

and read a bit further down the page.

‘But hang on. It says 

here that there was a big 
investigation into the guy 

who took that photo. It says they 

went to his home and they found all 

these FRISBEES hidden in his shed and 

they were spray-painted silver and 

some even had strings tied to them. 

They were right there in his shed but 

the guy reckoned he’d never seen 

them before.’

Chewy looked shocked.

Chewy was pointing at a 

blurry picture in the book of 

some smudgy grey-silver thing in 

the sky. I squinted at it.

‘Is that a frisbee?’
‘No. It’s an alien spaceship!’

‘Are you sure? Because it looks 

just like a frisbee.’

‘Well, did you ever think, Eric, 

that maybe aliens build their 

spaceships to look exactly like 

frisbees on purpose as a 

disguise?’

I stared at him.

‘No. No, I’ve never thought anything 

like that. In my entire life. Ever.’

Chewy was looking pretty pleased 

with himself.
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It didn’t worry me too much. It was 

just my weird best friend being his normal 

weird self. I was used to it.

But then Friday arrived, and 

Chewy Rodriguez took weird to a  

whole new level.

o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.

On Friday morning I was down the back of 

the classroom. I was writing in my Awesome 
Stories and Genius Thoughts Journal. 

The bell had gone already and we were just 

waiting around for Mr Winter to arrive. 

Thanks to Chewy, I’d come up with a brand 

new idea for one of my special Secret Agent Derek 

‘Danger’ Dale action adventure stories. 

It was out of this world!

‘Wow. I guess the aliens must have 

planted them there to throw 

the investigators off the track. Told 

you they were sneaky!’
Here’s a tip. Never try 

to reason with William ‘Choo-Choo’ 

Rodriguez.

After that, the rest of the day 

turned into a bit of an alien-a-thon. All 

I heard from Chewy at morning tea time, 

lunch and after school, were weird stories 

about people who’d contacted aliens, 

people who’d seen aliens, people who’d 

befriended aliens, people who’d 

been kidnapped by aliens and 

people who thought they were aliens. 

And I’m pretty sure Chewy believed 

every one of them.
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‘I knew there was 
something else I was 
supposed to do!’

‘Never mind. At 
least this time you 
remembered your pants.’

‘Won’t make that 
mistake again, Boss. 
Now I never take them 

off!’
‘But … what if … How …  

It doesn’t matter! We have 
more important things to 

discuss. I have some urgent 
and extremely disturbing news 
to pass on to you, Dale. I’ve 
just received a report that … 
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ.’

Secret Agent Derek ‘Danger’ 
Dale and the Extraterrestrial 
Aliens from Outer Space!

‘Agent Dale reporting in as 
requested, Boss!’

The old man at the desk 
looked up. It was Archibald 
Boss, the supreme head of 
Secret Agents R Definitely 
Not Us.

Archibald adjusted his 
eyeglass and inspected Derek 
closely. 

‘Why aren’t you wearing a 
shirt, Agent Dale?’

Derek glanced down at his 
bare chest and slapped his forehead.



OSS
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the SIXTH time this year. 
Don’t tell me they forgot to 

lock his cell AGAIN?’
‘No. This time they 

forgot to lock all the other 
prisoners’ cells. But that’s 
not our concern here. The 
baffling thing is that Doctor 
MacEvilness’s room was 
still fully secure. Yet when 
the guards opened it – it was 
COMPLETELY EMPTY!’

Agent Dale’s eyes 
narrowed. He rubbed his 
chin. He scratched his head. 
He chewed his lip. He raised 

his eyebrows. He clicked his 
fingers.

‘Boss?’ 
Secret Agent Derek 

‘Danger’ Dale leant forward 
and carefully lifted up one 
of the old man’s eyelids. 

‘Anyone home? Hellooooo 
in there!’

Archibald Boss sprang up 
from the desk.

‘POWER NAP AWAKE! 
Aaaaah, that’s better. Now, as I 
was saying, I’ve just received 
a report that evil Doctor Evil 
MacEvilness has escaped from 
the most expensive and most 
advanced maximum security 
prison in the land.’

‘You’re kidding me! That’s 
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His rubbed his chin. He 
scratched his head. He 
chewed his lip. He raised 
his eyebrows.

‘Are you on to 
something BIG again, 
Agent Dale?’

‘What? Who, me? 
No. Just doing my facial 
exercises. They keep me 
looking young!’

‘But what about 
Doctor MacEvilness and his 

mysterious escape?’
‘Oh, that. Well, they 

think he got help from someone 
OUTSIDE the prison, eh?’

Archibald Boss leant forward.

‘Did they check under 
the bed?’

Archibald Boss’s eyes 
lit up. He flicked through 
the prison report.

‘Let’s see. Yes. Yes, 
they did. Twice. And … 
he wasn’t there.’

‘Curses!’ Dale said. 
‘Thought I might have 
been on to something BIG 
for a moment. But I just 
don’t get it, Boss. How could 
MacEvilness possibly just 
VANISH?’

‘It appears to have been an 
OUTSIDE job.’

Agent Dale’s eyes narrowed. 
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Rang up quite a phone bill. And 
then, just before he vanished, a 
frisbee was seen hovering over 
his prison cell!’

‘A frisbee? That doesn’t 
sound very suspicious to me.’

‘It was two hundred metres 
wide, Agent Dale.’

Derek let out a long whistle.
‘Wow. Well, the good news 

is, whoever threw that baby is 
going to be pretty easy to spot.’

‘Possibly, Agent Dale, but 
we have our suspicions that it 
wasn’t actually a real frisbee. 
We think it might have been a 
spaceship … DISGUISED … as a 
frisbee.’

‘No, Agent Dale. That’s 
just it. They think he 
got help from some …  
THING … outside …  
the SOLAR SYSTEM.’

‘What! Surely 
you don’t mean … 
ALIENS!?!’

‘Don’t I? Well,  
I thought I did. Wait, 
let me check the report 
again. Yes. There it 
is in black and white. 
Aliens. Definitely aliens. 
Apparently Doctor M had been 
making some long distance calls 
from prison. Very long distance. 
Three million light years, in fact. 
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‘Thank you, everyone. Quiet, now. Please 

stop what you are doing, sit up straight and 

pay attention.’

Huh? I put my pen down and looked 

up. I could juuuuuuuust see 

the top of Mr Winter’s red hair over 

Big Bob’s left shoulder. (When you sit 

behind Big Bob, the view really isn’t 

that great.)

But what was wrong with 

Mr Winter’s voice? It sounded 

different. Maybe he had a 

cold or a throat infection or something. 

Except … those things usually make your 

voice go deeper, not higher, don’t they?

I leant out to see around Big Bob. 

Riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiight out. When I did, a question even 

bigger than Big Bob leapt into my head.

‘A spaceship … disguised … as a 
frisbee? Then we’re definitely 
dealing with superior alien 
beings, all right. That’s just 
the sort of SNEAKY thing 
they would do!’

Dale stood up and put 
his hands on his hips.

‘But don’t worry, 
Boss. Secret Agent Derek 
“Danger” Dale is on the case! 
You can relax.’

‘ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 
ZZZZ.’

‘Well, perhaps not quite that 
much. Boss. Excuse me, Boss? 
What are my exact instructions?’

A female voice answered … 
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A few desks up ahead of me 

Chewy twisted round in his seat 

and stared back like a zombie 

with stage fright.

Huh? What was his problem? It was 

no big deal, was it? According to the 

replacement teacher, Mr Winter was 

just filling in at the Year Seven outdoor 

camp because one of the teachers who 

was supposed to go twisted an ankle 

and had to pull out. 

Miss Allen also said, ‘Mr Winter 

will be back in time for your museum 

excursion next Friday. Until then, 

you’ll have me, and I’m really looking 

forward to working with you. I’m sure 

we’ll all get on just fine!’

WHY WAS MR WINTER 
WEARING A DRESS? 

o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.

Okay, I admit it. I got a little bit confused 

there. 

Mr Winter wasn’t wearing a dress. 

Somebody else was. And apart from the red 

hair, that somebody else didn’t look much 

like Mr Winter at all. Mainly because they 

were younger, shorter and female. Oh, 

and better looking.
‘Good morning, 5W! My name is 

Miss Allen. I’m afraid your regular 

teacher Mr Winter is away, so I will 

be taking his place not only today – 

but all next week as well.’
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At morning tea I finally 

caught up with Chewy.

‘What about Miss Allen? 

She’s pretty cool, eh.’
Chewy had a sliiiiiiiiightly 

different opinion.

‘I think she might be an ALIEN, Eric!’

o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.

Chewy and I were on one of the wooden 

benches beside the oval.

‘Did you see her hair, Eric? It’s 

EXACTLY the same colour as Mr Winter’s! 

What if an alien’s taken over Mr Winter’s 

body? It happens all the time, 
only people don’t realise. That’s 

what the book Mrs Booth gave me said.  

By the time the bell rang 

for morning tea, I think all of 

5W agreed with her. Well, all of 

5W except maybe Chewy. For 

some reason he was still doing his 

stage-fright-zombie 
thing. I tried to find out what was wrong, 

but Miss divided the class into groups 

to play these word games, and Chewy 

and I were put in different ones. 

Those word games turned out 

to be heaps of fun. And 

guess what? Near the end of the 

lesson, because we’d all worked so 

hard, Miss did these great magic 

tricks for us as a reward! She made 

coins disappear and come back and no 

one could figure out how she did it!
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Chewy shook his head at me.

‘You don’t understand the alien 

brain, do you, Eric?’

No, and there were some human 

brains I found tricky as well.

‘What, so does that mean any time 

we get a substitute teacher who just 

happens to have the same colour 

hair as a regular teacher, they’re probably 

an alien body snatcher?’
‘It’s not just her hair. There’s all 

the other signs as well.’

‘Other signs? Like what?’

‘Like how she can make things 

disappear!’

‘What? That wasn’t real. They 

were just tricks. You heard what 

Miss said. Magic is one of her hobbies.’

‘All that stuff about Mr Winter being 

on camp could be just made up. 
Maybe Principal Porter and the other 

teachers are under some kind of 

alien mind control!’
This was ‘out there’ even for 

Chewy.

‘But that doesn’t make sense. If 

aliens really took over Mr Winter’s 

body, why would they change 

everything about him except 

his hair? Why wouldn’t they keep his 

body the same as it was and just take 

it over?’

‘Too easy.’
‘Too easy? What do you mean, 

“too easy”? “Too easy” sounds like a 

really great reason for doing it.’
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‘Wow. That’s amazing. So I guess everyone 

in the world with the surname Allen must 

actually be an alien, then.’

Chewy looked really worried for a 

second when I said that.

‘No. I don’t think it would be 

all of them. Just some. But 

anyway, I reckon that’s how 

aliens recognise other aliens 

when they’re down on Earth 

disguised as humans. They use 

secret code-type names.’

‘Hey, you don’t think 

our new neighbour, Mr Little-

Greenman, could be an alien then, 

do you?’

Chewy’s eyes looked like 

they’d swapped with billiard balls. 

‘Sure. That’s what she said. 
But I watched her do that stuff 

right up close, and no 
way were they just tricks. You 

can’t fool me.’

‘Really? How’s your enrolment 

in Short School going?’

Chewy frowned, then 

quickly tucked his feet under the 

seat.

‘Hey, you’re not still putting 
toilet pap –’

‘Well, what about her name, then?’

‘Huh? Miss Allen? What about it?’

‘Don’tcha see, Eric? It’s obvious. 
Allen is like A-llen. Then all you gotta  

do is change one little letter and you’ve 

got … A-lien!’ 
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‘What? And no one believed him? 

That’s insane!’
‘There’s more. Horace told them 

that at midnight on New Year’s Eve an 

army of Mutant-Pig-Aliens were going 

to burst out of Jethro and destroy 

the village and everyone in it. He 

warned them, Eric. And they did 

nothing. They just laughed at 

him. That’s how come on New Year’s 

Eve there was only Horace Dimplebutt 

and his wife Nora and their nineteen 

children there armed with sticks 

and pitchforks to try to save the 

village.’

Chewy stopped and just 

kept nodding his head at me. 

I waited.

‘What? Little-Greenman? Really?’
‘Yeah, he just moved into that red house 

where Mr and Mrs Martian used to live. 

Right across the road from Mr Dalek and 

his pest EX-TER-MIN-A-TOR shop.’

Chewy’s eyes shrank to marbles. Then 

they went right to little beads. 

‘People laughed at Horace Dimplebutt 

too, you know, Eric.’

‘Really? Gee, I wonder why.’

‘Well, I’ll tell you why. Because he 

tried to warn people about aliens too, 

but they wouldn’t listen. It’s all there 

in the book. Horace Dimplebutt told his 

whole village how hundreds of killer 
aliens had shrunk themselves 

down and were living inside the stomach 

of his pet pig Jethro.’
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pitchforks, and they got scared 

and decided to go back to their 

own planet.’

Chewy folded his arms across his 

chest.

‘The Dimplebutts probably saved 

the village. Who’s laughing now, huh?’

Not me, that’s for sure.

‘You know what I think, Chewy? 

Mrs Booth should never have given you 

that stupid book.’

‘What? Why not?’

‘Because you’re too … too … 

gullible!’
‘I am not! That is so wrong! 

And you shouldn’t call people names.’

I waited for Chewy to calm 

down.

I waited some more.

I wai – Okay, THAT’S ENOUGH!

‘And?’
‘And what?’

‘AND WHAT HAPPENED TO HORACE 

PIMPLEBUM’S PET PIG AT MIDNIGHT 

ON NEW YEAR’S EVE, OF COURSE!’

‘Happened? Nothing.’

‘Nothing? NOTHING! Well, what 

does that prove, then? That 

Horace Wrinklebum was a complete 

nutter and totally wrong?’
Chewy held up a stubby finger.

‘OR … that Horace 

Dimplebutt was totally 

right and the aliens obviously 

found out about all the Dimplebutts 

waiting for them with sticks and 
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Chewy held his hand up in front 

of my face.

‘Doesn’t matter. If you want 

more proof that Miss Allen is 

an alien, then I’ll get you more proof.’

‘What? How are you going to 

do that?’

‘I’ll need to do some tests 

on her.’ 

O-oooooooooh. That didn’t 

sound good. 

‘You want me to tell you what 

that word means now?’

‘Okay.’

‘It means that you believe just 

about every stupid thing you 

hear or read.’

‘No I don’t!’

‘Yes you do. In fact it’s in 

your genes. See, I searched 

your surname on the Internet and 

in Spanish, “Rodriguez” means, 

“he who falls for anything”.’ 

Chewy’s billiard-ball eyes 

came back for an encore.
‘Really?’ he said.

‘NO, CHEWY, NOT 
REALLY! You see, that’s 

just what I was say –’




